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Dear editor,
A popular image encryption scheme is the dual-
scrambling scheme that combines position trans-
formation and bit-plane transformation. This
scheme makes the image chaotic by changing the
coordinate positions of image pixels and permu-
tation of the image bit-plane. Moreover, the de-
crypted image is the same as the original image.
Imminent scholars have proposed dual-scrambling
schemes to facilitate the quantum image encryp-
tion [1–3]. This represents Arnold transformation,
Gray-Code transformation or chaotic transforma-
tion. However, these schemes are based on a cer-
tain quantum image representation model in en-
tangled quantum systems [4], such as a flexible
representation of quantum images [5], a novel en-
hanced quantum representation [6], and a novel
quantum representation of color quantum digital
images [7].

However, some shortcomings in the previous
studies are identified: (i) Some scrambling algo-
rithms have periodic characteristics. The original
image is periodically recovered, and the confiden-
tiality of the image cannot be guaranteed. (ii) Ow-
ing to the limit of the selected quantum image rep-
resentation, these scrambling algorithms are un-
suitable for arbitrary image resolution and limited
to the actual problem resolutions. (iii) When the
complexity is higher, some scrambling transforma-
tions must be iterated several times for encryption

efficiency.

This study aims to propose a quantum im-
age dual-scrambling encryption scheme, which
is adapted to arbitrary image resolution based
on the generalized quantum image representa-
tion (GQIR) [8], and has low computational com-
plexity. No iterative transformation is identified.
In this dual-scrambling scheme, each scrambling
is implemented using a permutation matrix con-
structed by a random permutation.

In a permutation matrix P , each row and each
column of the square matrix have one and only
one element 1, and the other elements are all zero.
Given an m × n matrix A, the matrix PmAPn is
chaotic. Based on the properties of P , restoring
the scrambled matrix PmAPn to the matrix A is
easy, i.e., A = PT

mPA
mPnP

T
n . Depending on the

state of the random number generator s, a ran-
dom permutation refers to a permutation of the
integers from 1 to n, where n is a non-negative
integer and s < 232. When s is unchanged, the
random permutation is unchanged. Therefore, we
can get a fixed random permutation by controlling
the random number generator s.

The dual-scrambling encryption scheme. The
proposed dual-scrambling scheme is divided into
encryption and decryption processes. As shown
in Figure 1, the encryption process is divided into
GQIR representations, bit-plane scrambling, and
pixel position scrambling. Meanwhile, the decryp-
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Figure 1 The encryption (decryption) processes of our
dual-scrambling scheme.

tion process is the inverse of the encryption pro-
cess.

An arbitrary H × W quantum image is repre-
sented as |I〉 based on GQIR model, and the bits
in the same order of all pixels form a bit plane.
The k-th bit-plane image |Ik〉 is represented as

|Ik〉 = 1
√
2
h+w

H−1
∑

Y=0

W−1
∑

X=0

|Ck
Y X〉|Y X〉, (1)

h =

{

⌈log2H⌉, H > 1,

1, H = 1,
w =

{

⌈log2W ⌉, W > 1,

1, W = 1,

where Ck
Y X ∈ {0, 1} represents the binary value

of the corresponding pixel position |Y X〉, k ∈
{0, 1, . . . , q − 1}.

The scrambling of q bit-plane images is achieved
by a series of two-tuples and controlled-not gates
(CNOT). Based on the generating factor s, we ob-
tain a random permutation of the integers from 1
to q, represented by (k1 k2 · · · kq). Then, we ob-
tain a series of two-tuples (1 k1), (2 k2), . . . , (q kq).
Moreover, we construct q-qubit color/gray depth
of each pixel position with state |0〉, such as
|0k1−1〉, |0k2−1〉, . . . , |0kq−1〉. Further, the scram-
bling of q-qubit color/gray depth is achieved as
follows:



























CNOT |C0
Y X , 0k1−1〉 → |C0

Y X , Ċk1−1
YX 〉,

CNOT |C1
Y X , 0k2−1〉 → |C1

Y X , Ċk2−1
YX 〉,

...

CNOT |Cq−1
Y X , 0kq−1〉 → |Cq−1

YX , Ċ
kq−1
YX 〉,

(2)

where |Cq−1
YX C

q−2
YX · · ·C0

Y X〉 is the original color

/gray depth, and |Ċk1−1
YX 〉, |Ċk2−1

Y X 〉, . . . , |Ċkq−1
Y X 〉

represent the binary values of the corresponding
pixel position |Y X〉, respectively. Based on the
properties of the permutation matrix, according
to the order from small to large in (k1 − 1 k2 −
1 · · · kq−1), |Ċk1−1

Y X 〉, |Ċk2−1
Y X 〉, . . ., |Ċkq−1

YX 〉 are
represented by |Ċq−1

YX Ċ
q−2
YX · · · Ċ0

Y X〉, which is the
scrambled color/gray depth.

We construct q bit-planes with state |0〉, such as

|Ik1−1
0 〉, |Ik2−1

0 〉, . . . , |Ikq−1
0 〉. Based on these two-

tuples and controlled-not gates, the scrambling of
q bit-plane images is achieved as follows:



























CNOT |I0, Ik1−1
0 〉 → |I0, Ik1−1

B 〉,
CNOT |I1, Ik2−1

0 〉 → |I1, Ik2−1
B 〉,

...

CNOT |Iq−1, I
kq−1
0 〉 → |Iq−1, I

kq−1
B 〉,

(3)

where |Iq−1Iq−2 · · · I0〉 and |Iq−1
B I

q−2
B · · · I0B〉 are

the original and the scrambled bit-planes, respec-
tively (Example 1 in Appendix A).

Pixel position scrambling is performed in se-
quence of Y and X coordinates. According to the
number H of an H ×W quantum image and the
same generating factor s, we obtain a random per-
mutation of the integers from 1 to H , represented
by (k1 k2 · · · kH). Moreover, two-tuples (1 k1),
(2 k2), . . ., (H kH) are achieved.

Let (M kM ) ∈ {(1 k1), (2 k2), . . . , (H kH)}, M
and kM represent row-numbers of original quan-
tum image and scrambled quantum image, respec-
tively. In this H × W quantum image, h qubits
(h = ⌈log2H⌉) need to represent Y -coordinate,
that is, |M〉 = |yh−1yh−2 · · · y0〉, and |kM 〉 =
|ẏh−1ẏh−2 · · · ẏ0〉. Then, the scrambling of Y -
coordinates is achieved as follows:























CNOT |y0, 0u0
〉 → |y0, ẏu0

〉,
CNOT |y1, 0u1

〉 → |y1, ẏu1
〉,

...

CNOT |yh−1, 0uh−1
〉 → |yh−1, ẏuh−1

〉,

(4)

where |yh−1yh−2 · · · y0〉 and |ẏh−1ẏh−2 · · · ẏ0〉 are
the original and the scrambled Y -coordinates of
a pixel position, respectively. The scrambling of
X-coordinates is similar to that of Y -coordinates
(Algorithm B1 in Appendix B).

The bit-plane inverse scrambling and pixel posi-
tion inverse scrambling are performed in sequence
when an encrypted image is decrypted.

Similar to the bit-plane scrambling, based on
the same generation factor s, we obtain a se-
ries of two-tuples. But we need to transpose
these two-tuples. Further, the inverse scrambling
of q-qubit color/gray depth |Cq−1

Y X C
q−2
Y X · · ·C0

Y X〉
and the inverse scrambling of q bit-plane images
|Iq−1

P I
q−2
P · · · I0P 〉 are achieved (Example 2 in Ap-

pendix A).
The pixel position inverse scrambling is the

scrambling of the Y and X coordinates, respec-
tively, similar to the pixel position scrambling (Al-
gorithm B2 in Appendix B).
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Simulation and analysis. To evaluate the ef-
fectiveness of our scheme, we perform simulation
experiments on the classical computer using Mat-
lab. Here s is set to 10000. Experimental results
show that the color value histograms of the en-
crypted images are smoother and significantly dif-
ferent from that of the original images. Hence,
the results fail to provide any clues to the statisti-
cal attack and differential attack. The correlation
coefficients of the simulation are close to 0, indi-
cating that these images after encryption approxi-
mate the corresponding original images (more de-
tails are in Appendix C.1).

The larger the keyspace is, the more attacks
the encryption algorithm resists. The Mersenne
Twister algorithm [9] is a popular random number
generator, and the small cycle of this algorithm
in many software packages is 232. A GQIR image
needs q qubits to represent the gray/color level. In
our scheme, the scrambling space of the bit plane
is q!. So the keyspace of the bit-plane scrambling
of a color image is 24! > 232, larger than that of [3].

For a 2h × 2w GQIR image, the keyspace
of our pixel position scrambling algorithm is
min{⌈log2H⌉!, 232} × min{⌈log2W ⌉!, 232}. Ow-
ing that the resolution of the practical image is
usually average, particularly when the row num-
ber or the column number of an image is less than
8192, the keyspace of our scheme is larger than
that of [3] (more details are in Appendix C.2).

In quantum computers, computational com-
plexity is often used to measure the time and cost
of the algorithm, and its value depends on the
number of basic logic gates in circuits. Our dual-
scrambling scheme contains two parts: bit-plane
scrambling and pixel position scrambling. Accord-
ing to (3), qCNOT gates are used only once in
bit-plane scrambling for q-qubit color/gray depth
quantum image. In pixel position scrambling,
hCNOT gates and wCNOT gates are used once
for H × W quantum image. Thus, the computa-
tional complexity of our scheme is q + h+ w, less
than 8qh+q for 2h×2h image in [2]. Moreover, our
scheme can be applied to the non-square quantum
image (more details are in Appendix C.3).

Conclusion. A quantum image dual-scrambling
encryption scheme is proposed, in which the quan-
tum image with arbitrary resolution is gray or true
color. The permutations of bit-planes, rows, and
columns are uniquely generated according to the
same random generator s. Based on the selected

s, dual-scrambling and the corresponding inverse
scrambling are executed in sequence. For bit-plane
scrambling, row scrambling, and column scram-
bling, we can select three different generators sb,
sh and sw as the keys to increase the difficulty
of exhaustive attack. The simulation results on
the classical computer show that our encryption
scheme is efficient. Compared with the existing
schemes, the proposed scheme has advantages in
keyspace and computational complexity.
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